
Introduction

Historians, and americans generally, regard the Civil War 
as our great national trauma. The war’s scale, its terrible fratricidal vio-
lence, and its two great outcomes—the preservation of the Union and 
the destruction of slavery—make it the centerpiece of our history. Yet, as 
participants in the war knew, it was not the only civil or national conflict 
occurring at the time. In the years just before secession, on the other side 
of the globe, Indians rebelled against British control in the event the lat-
ter called the Sepoy Mutiny. As Confederates and Federals battled each 
other in North America, Poles pursued independence from the Rus-
sian Empire, and the Taiping Rebellion drove China into a maelstrom 
of violence. Because the nineteenth century ushered in an era of global 
communication and news sharing, participants in these wars of national 
liberation knew about the other conflicts. Beyond mere awareness, people 
involved in these conflicts understood that commonalities and differences 
reverberated among them. Events in one, and the ways those events were 
represented and understood, shaped what happened in the others. When 
U.S. Secretary of State William Henry Seward sent his first cohort of 
ambassadors abroad in 1861, he counseled them in language that Indians, 
Britons, Poles, Russians, and the Chinese might have used. “Do we think 
we exaggerate our national importance when we claim that any political 
disaster that should befall us . . . might tend by its influence to disturb and 
unsettle the existing systems of government in other parts of the world?”1 
This was not a rhetorical question. Seward regarded American influence 
as global, inevitable, and benevolent. He foresaw the day when people 
around the world would acknowledge and appreciate American power. 
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But it was not only American influence that people felt. The other mid-
century wars generated their own impact. Americans, including Seward 
himself, came to understand that the fates of nations were tied together.
 Historians create meaning about the human experience from the raw 
material of the past. In order to make that meaning matter to the lives of 
contemporary readers, we sometimes pose new questions, such as when 
historians of the 1960s and 1970s returned to the antebellum era to inves-
tigate the experience of slavery anew. Rather than studying slaveholders, 
who had been thoroughly investigated by an earlier generation of histo-
rians, scholars turned their attention on enslaved people. Or we might 
change the context within which we locate a well-known experience, hop-
ing to illuminate new aspects. This book takes the latter approach. It situ-
ates the U.S. Civil War in the context of three (mostly) contemporaneous 
events. These events—the Indian Rebellion of 1857, the January Uprising 
of 1863 in Poland, and the Taiping Rebellion (1850–64) in China—serve 
as points of reference for thinking anew about the American experience. 
Adopting a global perspective on the Civil War should not replace the 
domestic framework that most historians have used to understand the 
conflict. These approaches are complementary rather than contradictory. 
They enable us, as historians, to illuminate different aspects of the past. 
A global comparison of this sort necessarily relies on hindsight; to evalu-
ate disparate events in relation to each other, we need to see the whole 
of each of the events. That said, in much of what follows, I adopt the 
perspective of observers at the time, who contended with language gaps, 
great distances, third- and fourth-hand observation, and regular miscom-
munication and misinterpretation. Much of what nineteenth-century ob-
servers thought they knew about contemporaneous rebellions was wrong, 
but that imprecision does not alter the degree of entanglement. I am also 
aware of my own rootedness in the English language and in my training 
as a historian of the U.S. Civil War. I anticipate that specialists in each of 
the conflicts addressed here will take issue with my analysis and conclu-
sions. Despite that, I hope that this book inspires colleagues and students 
to undertake deeper studies of how these conflicts relate to one another.
 In the middle of the nineteenth century, different peoples rose up, 
claiming national autonomy. We remember some of these conflicts as re-
bellions, others as civil wars, and still others as colonial struggles. Despite 
the differences in terminology, these events shared more than chrono-
logical companionship. We know the successes because they live on as 
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independent nations today—most of the states in Central and South 
America and in Europe, Greece, Italy, and Germany, among others. Lin-
gering among these successes were a host of national failures—political 
communities that coalesced briefly and then sputtered out. By comparing 
these failed efforts in India, Poland, China, and North America, we gain 
a better sense of why these conflicts ended as they did, the role of external 
forces in producing those ends, and what those ends meant for how we 
think about the nineteenth century. The people of the era lived connected 
lives; globalization may not have operated along digital networks, but 
interdependency manifested itself in economics, politics, and war. De-
bates about the nature of war, sovereignty, and nationalism, rooted in the 
struggles of diverse peoples, intersected in the mid-nineteenth century. 
Participants in the wars felt the consequences immediately, and we con-
tinue to live with their legacy today.
 I am a historian of the U.S. Civil War, so I began this project with the 
intent of better understanding that conflict. My inspiration came from 
recognizing that the war’s participants observed and wrote about for-
eign conflicts, and I followed their lead in my research. My source base is 
mostly English-language newspapers, public records, and private writing 
from Americans and British sources. I also consulted sources from the 
foreign conflicts, some translated and some created by English-speaking 
observers. This foundation allows me to write primarily about Western 
perspectives on the events considered here. I also consulted the secondary 
literature on each conflict and in global histories of the period. Always 
aware of the limits of my training, knowledge, and skills, I have nonethe-
less worked to understand and evaluate the episodes on their own terms. 
I hope the ideas proposed here are of interest to these parts of the schol-
arly community in addition to my Civil War friends.
 The analysis that follows considers a set of wars that overlapped in 
time with the U.S. Civil War or occurred close enough to influence how 
the war’s participants perceived their own experiences through a compar-
ative lens. The key events are the 1857 Indian Rebellion, China’s Taiping 
Rebellion, and the 1863 Polish Insurrection. Of necessity, I also discuss 
the established powers in these conflicts—respectively, Britain, Qing dy-
nasty China, and Russia. This study analyzes the public conversations 
about the nature of war. Rather than advancing a clear chain of cause 
and effect among the midcentury rebellions, I identify the circumstantial 
connections among them. I hope that readers accustomed to military and 
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political histories of war will see the value of intellectual and cultural his-
tories. People fight wars with a variety of technologies; alongside weap-
ons, tactics, and national ideologies are the ideas that participants bring 
to the conflict. What might surprise some readers is that Americans were 
not thinking only about the North American experience as they fought 
the Civil War—they knew and discussed a variety of global examples. 
Those voices were part of their conversation about how to manage the 
war; they should also be a part of ours. When officers and soldiers in the 
field described policies or reacted to conditions on the ground history, 
religion, and personal knowledge shaped their reaction. Further, like most 
modern wars, part of the Civil War was fought in print, as both sides 
characterized their conduct and that of their enemy. This process of jus-
tification and demonization relied upon comparison. Although analogies 
are notoriously difficult to apply to military conflicts, commentators on 
both sides charged in, marshaling historical and contemporary examples 
to promote their cause and denigrate their opponents.
 In the aggregate, this book explains Confederate defeat not by look-
ing at the battlefield, as important as this was. I agree with Confeder-
ate general George Pickett, who said “the Yankees had something to do 
with” Union victory, but I also think the American experience of civil war 
shares important structural similarities with other peoples’ nation-build-
ing attempts. Compared to other histories, this book emphasizes struc-
ture over contingency. In other words, I argue that the global conversation 
about who could make war and how they could fight mattered to the out-
come and meaning of the U.S. Civil War. I do not dispute the importance 
of unforeseen events or the serendipitous conclusions of battles. Struc-
tural forces exist alongside contingent ones; the course of history does 
not respond only to one form of causation.2 The first chapter focuses on 
the manner of fighting—what it means to fight as an insurgent—and 
how this rebounded against those struggling to establish their national 
autonomy. The second chapter addresses the problem of legitimacy by 
considering the ways that foreign powers understood and discussed the 
midcentury conflicts and how these conceptions shaped their willingness 
to intervene. The last chapter uses these cases to reconsider how we think 
about state power in the nineteenth century; it investigates the relation-
ship between sovereignty and power. Rather than seeing the century as 
the moment when modern nation-states supplanted archaic empires, we 


